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correctly. What a star!
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00C Jordan Hancock Jordan, what a
terrific start to Term 3. You have been
showing respect by using your
manners, being trustworthy and
following instructions from adults.

00D Oscar McIntosh Oscar has shown
fantastic independence, in and out of
the classroom. He aspires to do his best
by tackling each task with a smile on his
face.

1A Lily Baines Fantastic start to term 3
Lily. You are such a hard worker and
make wonderful contributions to our
classroom discussions.

1B Mia Dolan Terrific start to the new
term. Mia has been trying her hardest
and is producing impressive results.
Great writing, reading and graphing.

1C Nate Leo Nate has made a super
start to Term 3. He is applying himself
to tasks, contributing to discussions
and showing all of our school values!

1D Liza Young Liza, you have really
stepped up this week - attentive,
helpful and making valuable
contributions in the classroom. We are
very proud of you!

2A Emma Cowie What a great start
to Term 3 Emma! You have continued
to be respectful, responsible and
resilient. .Emma has eagerly been
involved in all class activities.

2B Theo Pankhurst Theo what super
efforts you have made this week. We
love your interesting and relevant ideas
you contribute to our class learning,
well done.

2C Aaliyah Harvey Aaliyah is always
switched on for learning and puts
100% effort into everything she does.
She did an amazing job with her
writing this week, great job Aaliyah!!

2D Harli Trevena Harli has begun the
Term with a BANG! She’s always smiling,
contributing to class discussions and
trying her very best. Keep it up, H!

Junior Sports Star - Mr Campbell
Tighe Teasdale 2B Tighe showed
outstanding resilience after a big
stack in PE this week. He had a quick
rest and was straight back into the
action. Well done Tighe!

Junior Science Whizz - Miss Kellock
Harvey Jones 01A Harvey was switched
on and ready to learn in Science. Well
done for sharing your knowledge,
listening carefully and getting your work
done.

Junior Art Star - Ms Bedford
Violet Agg 02C Violet made a great

Junior Indonesian Star - Ibu Jenny
Eliza Elliott 2D Eliza you have made a
wonderful start to Term 3 Indonesian. I
like the way you listen carefully,
participate in class discussion and
always display a positive attitude to
your learning. Well done!

start on her origami puppet today. I
can’t wait to see how it turns out in the
next lesson. Well done, Violet!
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3C Ayla Berryman Ayla what an
awesome start to term 3. You have
responded positively to all feedback
this week to extend and challenge
your learning. Keep it up!

4A Bailee Westerway Fantastic first
week back Bailee! We are super
impressed with how hard you have
been working especially with your
reading! Keep it up!

4B Roy Bell Roy has started term 3
with great enthusiasm and has
demonstrated an excellent attitude
to all learning tasks. We are so proud
of your efforts superstar!

4C George Allan George has made
an awesome start to Term 3 – eager to
answer questions, working with huge
amounts of focus and being just a
super cool kid! Well done, George!

5A Imogen Carfoot Imogen could
honestly be Student of the Week
every single week. We really value
your contributions to our class and
love your friendly, enthusiastic nature.

5B Aliera Pumpa Aliera, you have settled into Term 3 as if holidays never
happened. Your determination when
approaching challenging tasks is as
impressive as your gymnastics skills.

5C Tiah Haydon A lovely kind person
who is friendly and likes to look after
others. You have made some really
good decisions about your learning
this week.

5D Kalan Taylor For sharing your
extensive knowledge of Australian
grasslands and native flora and fauna
during writing time. Your confidence
and enthusiasm grows everyday.

6A Hope Van Dort Hope is our
rainbow after the rain, our daily dose
of humour and Duncan’s favourite
carrot-eating friend!

6B Lexy Jones Lexy is a ray of sunshine
everyday. Lexy continues to
consistently display our three values
and is a loyal and trusting friend.

6C Cruz Smith Cruz, you are a valued
member of our classroom, you never
give up and you are always wearing
a smile.

Senior Sports Star - Mr Campbell
Kayesha Bellwood 6A Kayesha loved
the opportunity to practise her high
jumping skills this week in preparation
for the next competition.

Senior Science Whizz - Miss Kellock
Van Lowry 5D Thanks, Van for contributing to class discussions, completing
work with enthusiasm and using your
manners. Well Done!

Senior Arts Star - Ms Bedford
Lily Hermans 3C Lily made great
contributions during discussions about
acting skills and joined in with the
activities enthusiastically. Well done!

Senior Indonesian Star - Ibu Jenn
Kayla O’Grady 3A Kayla, you have worked hard on your Indonesian at home. I was really
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Congratulations!

